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An analysis of the features of the crater distribution over the lunar and martian surfaces was carried 
out on the base of data banks of the craters with Qameters more than 10 lan. Data bank of lunar craters 
includmg 14,923 craters and the martian one - 19,301 crater were compiled at the Stemberg State 
Astronomical Institute. The craters were divided into 5 classes depending upon the degree of degradation 
and referenced depth. 

Table 1 

The Moon Mars 
The area of the surface ( 1 o6 km2 ) 38.0 144.4 
The area of highlands 31.6 93.6 
The mean density of craters (on 106 km2) 393 134 

on highlands 442 192 
on plains 73 27 

% craters of class 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

% of craters in diameter, km 
10 - 19 
20 - 39 
40 - 79 
80 - 159 

more 160 

The mean density of craters spread over the area of 1 mln. sq. km for different classes and sizes are 
given in table 1. The mean density of the craters appears to be 3 times greater on the Moon than on 
Mars. More than 50 % of the investigated craters on the Moon and Mars have diameters from 10 to 
20 km. The percentage ratio of lunar craters of classes 1 - 5 is similar to one for martian craters. 

The surprizing similarity of the craters Qstribution for lunar and martian hghlands (fig. 1) apparently 
reflects the similar sorce of flux of impact boQes. J.Head [3] suggested that the rate of craters degradation 
was very low on the Moon from 3.85-3.95 b. y. ago to our time, but Barlow [4] considers that the rate of 
craters destruction on Mars was decreased sharply and became lower than the rate of craters forming 
before the end of heavy bombardment. 

So the craters distribution of classes 2, 3, 4 reflects the distribution of impact bodies at the end 
of heavy bombardment. The similarity of the size-frequency distributions for the Moon and Mars can not be 
explained if the asteroids were the main source of impact bodies. So we suggest that comets from Oort 
cloud were the main source of impact boQes. Wetherill's dynamic studies [5] permit separate evaluation of 
the possible sources for both the "normal" flux during the first 600 million years of lunar hlstory and the 
"peak" that apparently occured 4.0 b.y. ago.The most likely sources for the normal flux are comets from 
the vicinity of Uranus and Neptune. Hartmann [6] suggested the more high density of craters on the Moon 
in cornparision with Mars also testifies about predominance of comets. The role of endogenic processes in 
destruction of martian craters probably was not so high as it was proposed earlier [7, 81. 
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Fig. I The size-density craters distribution for lunar and martian craters 
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